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Ghosts of Old Montreal 

"Haunting Visit"

If you are looking for something other than the ordinary run-of-the-mill

sightseeing tours, then consider the Old Montreal Ghost Trail. A historical

mystery tour set in Montreal's French colonial days, the tour includes

some of the city's most famous ghosts. Other tours include the New

France Ghost Hunt and Montreal's Historical Crime Scenes. Tours are in

both English and French.

 +1 514 868 0303  www.fantommontreal.com  info@fantommontreal.com  469 Rue St-François-Xavier,

Montreal QC

 by ...love Maegan   

NÜ Salon 

"Trendy Mane at Nu"

NÜ Salon is a popular city hair salon, which also sells hair and beauty

products to its customers. It is into all types of hair treatment from hair

cutting to coloring and highlighting. Get into the Salon Nü for one of the

most trendy hair cut for men, women and children. Want to get ready for

an event, party or your big day, walk in or call Nü to give you a perfect

trendy hair style.

 +1 514 508 2380  nusalon13@gmail.com  1236 Rue Stanley, Montreal QC

 by hypotekyfidler.cz   

Raplapla 

"Best childhood friend"

Raplapla has been a well-established cloth toys store in Montreal.

Ppopular for the cloth doll without a neck, ears, elbows, knees and nose, it

is adeptly run by Erica, woman behind the coy smiles of the toys. Apart

from dolls there are stuffed animals, like cats and night owls for infants

and toddlers. Walk in at the toy store or order online to give your kids

some interesting stuff to play with and while their time.

 +1 514 563 1209  www.raplapla.com/  bonjour@raplapla.com  69 Rue Villeneuve O,

Montreal QC

 by Mercury Jane   

Mariane Fabrique 

"Breathtaking Jewelry"

If you like accessorizing yourself and do not mind a little indulgence then

Marché de Lachine is one store you simply cannot miss. Located at rue

Notre Dame, the blue exterior of this jewelry store makes it impossible to

miss and its glittering interior beckons one in. The display boasts of

exquisite pieces of earrings, bracelets and delicate necklaces that are sure

to leave you bewildered. The staff on site is competent and they can be

relied upon for suggestions.

 +1 514 272 8543  www.marianefabrique.co

m/

 info@marianefabrique.com  1397 Avenue Laurier East,

Montreal QC
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 by thomaswanhoff   

Spa et Sourcils 

"Look And Feel Better"

From threading, facials to waxing and more, Spa et Sourcils is just the apt

place for you groom yourself before you get your glam on. This salon

takes pride in the meticulous work of their skilled beauticians who ensure

that your look is transformed by the end of any sitting. The service is top

notch and the prices are easy on your wallet thus giving you complete

value for your money. In addition to beauty treatments, Spa et Sourcils

also offers Henna Art which is perfect for special occasions.

 +1 514 382 9333  www.spaetsourcils.com/  8071 rue Saint-Denis, Montreal QC

 by br1dotcom   

FOFA Gallery 

"Showcasing Art Pieces"

FOFA Gallery gives space to various artistic works done by people. It

mainly focuses on the exhibitions, art showcasing, publication showcase,

etc. done by the students, alumni, teachers of Concordia University. But, it

also provides facilities and gives chances to artists and researchers

outside the University, who have related topics to showcase. The list of

events and exhibition is updated on the website regularly, so you can

check the past and upcoming events there.

 +1 514 848 2424  www.concordia.ca/finearts

/facilities/fofa-gallery/

 info.fofagallery@concordia.

ca

 1515 Sainte-Catherine Street

West, Concordia University,

Montreal QC

 by MTLskyline   

Musée du Sault-au-Récollet 

"A Walk Down Historic Lanes"

Located inside the Cité Historia, the Musée du Sault-au-Récollet gives

visitors a detailed, historic account of the small municipality it calls home.

The museum is situated in the Maison du Pressoir, an 18th-century house

that was used as a press, a tannery and a bakery during its time. The

museum inside, narrates the history of the town which is predominantly

Catholic and also presents interesting information related to the heritage

status of Sault-au-Récollet. History aficionados simply cannot leave this

one out of their itinerary while visiting Montreal.

 +1 514 280 6783  www.citehistoria.qc.ca/mu

seacutee.html

 info@citehistoria.qc.ca  10 865 rue du Pressoir,

Maison du Pressoir, Montreal

QC
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